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Organised by Asia Art Archive in collaboration with The Department of Fine
Arts at The University of Hong Kong, this symposium explores how periodicals
have fostered conversations around art and emergent forms of visuality in
twentieth-century Asia.
Periodicals are exemplary for how they bring technologies of word, image,
and print together with notions of aesthetics, practices of viewing, and circuits
of dissemination. The adage “modernism began in the magazines” is certainly
true for Asia, where print media has been instrumental in taking debates,
discourses, and images of art to wide audiences.
Periodicals have been more than just platforms or sites for artistic
experimentation and exhibition; they have themselves shaped and staged
them. In so doing, periodicals have played a defining role in forming diverse
publics for art in Asia.
The papers presented in the symposium explore periodicals in relation to
emerging practices that cut across genres, new nomenclatures and aesthetic
propositions, verbal and visual manifestos, the production of alternative publics
and communities for art, and other topics.
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Day 1: Thu, 11 Jan 2018, 5–7pm
Wang Gungwu Theatre, Graduate House, The University of Hong Kong
5pm

5:10pm
5:30pm

Welcoming remarks
Derek COLLINS, Dean, Faculty of Arts,
The University of Hong Kong
Claire HSU, Co-founder & Executive Director, Asia Art Archive
Introduction
Chương-Đaì VÕ, Researcher, Asia Art Archive
Keynote, Reading the Zeitgeist
Charles ESCHE, Director of Van Abbemuseum, Eindhoven, and
Co-founder of Afterall journal
Moderator: Yeewan KOON, Associate Professor, Department of
Fine Arts at The University of Hong Kong

Day 2: Fri, 12 Jan 2018, 10:30am–3:30pm
CPD-3.04, 3/F Run Run Shaw Tower, The University of Hong Kong
10:30am

Panel 1: War and Alternative Modernities
Michael ERDMAN, Transformational in Form, Socialist in
Content: An Exploration of the Aesthetics and Content of
Early Soviet Turkic Periodicals
Samina IQBAL, Pakistan Quarterly: Art Historical Evidence
Phoebe SCOTT, Adaptation and Uncertainty: Visual Artists,
Revolution, and Debate in the Periodical Văn Nghê During the
First Indochina War (1946–1954)
Moderator: Chương-Đaì VÕ, Researcher, Asia Art Archive

12:15pm

Break

1:30pm

Panel 2: Underground and Overground
Mervin ESPINA, Manila, Punks, Robots: Towards an Alternative
Cultural Cartography of 1970s to 1990s Manila Through Its
Unofficial Publications
Anthony LEUNG Po-Shan, Connecting Art to Society:
A Preliminary Look at Sunday Mingpao
Hyejong YOO, The Korean Dissident Journal Creation and
Critique (Changjakgwa Bipyeong): Envisioning a ‘Democratic
Modernity’ through Literature and the Arts
Moderator: Yeewan KOON, Associate Professor, Department of
Fine Arts at The University of Hong Kong
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Day 3: Sat, 13 Jan 2018, 10:30am–5pm
CPD-3.04, 3/F Run Run Shaw Tower, The University of Hong Kong
10:30am

Panel 3: Aesthetics and Internationalism
CHIANG Poshin, The Trespass of Non-design: The AvantGarde Experiments of Designer and Its Surroundings
Naomi KUROMIYA, The Sekai-sei of Circulation: The
Catalytic “World Relevance” of the Avant-garde Japanese
Calligraphy Periodical Bokubi (1951–1960)
Sophia POWERS, The Journal of Art and Ideas:
A Genealogy of Transition
Moderator: John TAIN, Head of Research, Asia Art Archive

12:15pm

Break

2pm

Panel 4: Intersections of Art and Mass Cultures
Spandan BHATTACHARYA, Designing Prints, Documenting
Cultures: Reviewing Bengali Little Magazine Covers in Post
Independence West Bengal
Insoo CHO, Kyegan Misool (1976–1988): The Flagship of
Korean Art Magazines
WU Mo, Mass Media as an Exhibition Site: Beijing Youth
Daily and the 1994 Interior Design Art Proposals Exhibition
Moderator: Sneha RAGAVAN, Researcher, Asia Art Archive

3:45pm

Break

4pm

Conversation
LI Xianting, Beijing-based Independent Critic and Curator
Moderator: Anthony YUNG, Researcher, Asia Art Archive
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KEYNOTE
Reading the Zeitgeist
Charles Esche

Thu, 11 Jan
5:30pm

Moderated by Yeewan KOON,
Associate Professor, Department of Fine Arts at The University of Hong Kong

Art magazines and journals are always a product of their moment. They reflect
debates through a generalised sense of time and context, rather than through
artists or a specific institution. For this reason, they represent a rich vein for
understanding how the art world itself changes, and how it relates to the rest of
society. From this perspective, this lecture considers how Asian art and artists
have been treated in certain European art magazines.
As the Co-Founder and Co-Director of Afterall: A Journal of Art, Context
and Enquiry, Charles Esche also discusses the motivations for founding the
publication in 1999, and developments of its parallel activities, including
its exhibition histories titles. He looks at how Afterall has responded to the
internationalisation of Asian art, and the slow and incomplete shift in European
perceptions of its own centrality.
Charles Esche is Director of Van Abbemuseum, Eindhoven; Professor of
Contemporary Art and Curating at Central Saint Martins, London; Co-director of
Afterall; and Chair of Casco, Utrecht. He teaches in the Exhibition Studies MRes
Art course at Central Saint Martins, and at Jan van Eyck Academie, Maastricht.
He curated or co-curated several international art exhibitions, including
Pause, Gwangju Biennale (2002); Istanbul Biennial (2005); RIWAQ Biennale,
Palestine (2007 and 2009); Ideal for Living, U3 Triennial, Ljubljana (2011); How
to talk about things that don’t exist, 31st São Paulo Biennial (2014); Neither
Forward nor Back, Jakarta Biennale (2015); Le Musée Égaré, Le Printemps de
Septembre, Toulouse (2016), and Kunsthall Oslo (2017); Art Turns, World Turns,
Museum MACAN, Jakarta (2017); and Power and Other Things, Indonesia and
Art (1835–Now), Bozar, Brussels (2017). Esche received the 2012 ECF Princess
Margriet Award and the 2014 CCS Bard Award for Curatorial Excellence.
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Images:
1 Cover of Văn Nghệ, issue 34, 15 December 1951. Collection of National Library of
Vietnam, Hanoi.
2 Cover of Bokubi, no. 12, May 1952. Courtesy of Naomi Kuromiya.
3 Sunday Mingpao, 2011, 2014, 2015. Courtesy of Anthony Leung Po-shan.
4 Cover of the first issue of Kyegan Misool, 1976. Courtesy of Insoo Cho.
5 Cover of Journal of Arts and Ideas, issue 2, 1983.
6 Cover of Pakistan Quarterly, November 1955. Courtesy of Samina Iqbal.
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PANEL 1
War and Alternative Modernities

Fri, 12 Jan
10:30am

Moderated by Chương-Đaì VÕ, Researcher, Asia Art Archive
Paper 1
Transformational in Form, Socialist in Content: An Exploration of the
Aesthetics and Content of Early Soviet Turkic Periodicals
Michael ERDMAN
In 1917, two revolutions radically altered Russian society, including its
Muslim Turkic-speaking segments. The first upheaval, in February, introduced
organised political activity never before seen in the Russian Empire. The
second, in October, led to the fundamental reorganisation of Eurasian society.
The institutions of the ancien régime were demolished and new ones arose,
destined to incorporate all sections of Russian society. For Soviet Turkic
Muslims, however, this often meant a repurposing of pre-Revolutionary
conditions.
This paper examines how reformist aesthetic currents in Turkic periodicals of
the 1920s were married with socialist content to promote Soviet ideology. I
explore how typography, script changes, imagery, and article subject matter
cultivated an imaginary of the new Soviet society. In particular, I ask if such
periodicals enacted an early stage of the Stalinist policy “national in form,
socialist in content.” I also highlight the appropriation of extant social reform
movements to make socialist ideology more familiar, and more local, to
convince Soviet Turkic Muslims of the wisdom of Moscow’s hegemony.
Michael Erdman is Curator of Turkish and Turkic Collections at The British
Library. He has a BCom from the University of Toronto, an MSc in economics
from Universitat Pompeu Fabra, and an MA in Turkish studies from SOAS
University of London. His doctoral thesis, a comparative analysis of Turkish and
Soviet historiographies of Central Asia from 1922 to 1937, is currently under
examination. Erdman is the author of several papers on Turkish historiography
and early modern Christian Arabic cultural production, and is currently editing
a volume on modernisation in the European periphery.
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Paper 2
Pakistan Quarterly: Art Historical Evidence
Samina IQBAL
The formative years of Pakistan after its establishment in 1947 were a time of
anticipation and flux, with print media playing a pivotal role in articulating coexisting ideologies of intellectuals and the Pakistani government. This resulted
in producing a Pakistani society with an amalgamation of diverse schools of
thought. While daily newspapers like Paisa Akhbar, Military Gazette, and Jang
addressed day-to-day operations of the newly formed government-at-large,
magazines such as Pakistan Quarterly, Ahsas, and Pakistani Adab featured
articles on aspects of modernism in Pakistan, including the fine arts. However,
the early art history of Pakistan still remains understudied because of the
scarcity of readily available publications; the few that featured articles on fine
arts were short lived and difficult to find.
This paper will focus on the role of Pakistan Quarterly, published from Karachi
between 1949 to the1970s, as a case study to investigate aspects of print
media in promoting modern art and other secular topics to the general public.
The author argues that Pakistan Quarterly published articles on an array of
social, political, economic, cultural, and literary aspects of Pakistan that serve as
historical documents, enabling researchers to construct the narrative of the new
nation of Pakistan.
Samina Iqbal is a practicing artist, art historian, and academic. She graduated
from the National College of Arts Lahore in 1997, and received her MFA from
the University of Minnesota in 2003. She received her doctorate in art historical
studies at Virginia Commonwealth University in 2016. Her research interest is
South Asian modern and contemporary art, and her focus is the modern art of
Pakistan produced in the formative years of 1947 to 1957. Besides continuing
her artistic practices, she also has taught studio arts and art history at various
universities in Pakistan and the US, including Lahore School of Economics,
Virginia Commonwealth University, Appalachian State University North
Carolina, and Beaconhouse National University Lahore.
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Paper 3
Adaptation and Uncertainty: Visual Artists, Revolution, and Debate in the
Periodical Văn Nghệ During the First Indochina War (1946–1954)
Phoebe SCOTT
During the First Indochina War (1946–1954), the periodical Văn Nghệ (Literature
and Arts) was an important vehicle for the revolutionary ideology dominating
cultural discourse in North Vietnam. Artists who supported the Việt Minh during
this war were often stationed in different regional zones, and communication
between them was difficult. The periodical thus became a proxy for previous
sites of exchange, reporting in detail on important exhibitions and conferences
within the revolutionary zone. Despite their infrequency—likely due to wartime
material limitations—the cover illustrations of Văn Nghệ promoted the newly
state required style of Vietnamese socialist realism, for which artists had few
other visual points of reference. However, although Văn Nghệ was a conduit
for the Communist Party’s official cultural position, some of the writing by visual
artists also showed significant doubt about the emerging cultural environment.
Writings in Văn Nghệ on propaganda, art education, and lacquer painting by
the painter Tô Ngọc Vân (1906–1954) both implicitly and openly contested
aspects of the Communist Party’s ideas, while other artists also vocalised
their struggle to transform their ideas about art to fit the new ideological
requirements. This paper will explore artists’ engagement with Văn Nghệ to
investigate the improvisational and ambiguous quality of ideas about art in this
period.
Phoebe Scott is a Curator at the National Gallery Singapore. She most recently
curated the exhibition Radiant Material: A Dialogue in Vietnamese Lacquer
Painting (2017); and was previously Co-curator of Reframing Modernism:
Painting from Southeast Asia, Europe and Beyond (2016), and the inaugural
Southeast Asia exhibition of National Gallery Singapore, Between Declarations
and Dreams: Art of Southeast Asia Since the 19th Century (2015). She holds a
PhD from the University of Sydney on the subject of modern art in Vietnam. She
is also currently Adjunct Lecturer in art history at the National University
of Singapore.
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Panel 2
Underground and Overground

Fri, 12 Jan
1:30pm

Moderated by Yeewan KOON, Associate Professor,
Department of Fine Arts at The University of Hong Kong
Paper 1
Manila, Punks, Robots: Towards an Alternative Cultural Cartography of 1970s
to 1990s Manila Through Its Unofficial Publications
Mervin ESPINA
This paper is a cursory cartography that suggests alternative cultural ecologies
of Metro Manila, nurtured and networked through underground rock clubs and
publications between the 1970s through the 1990s. It focuses on a range of
music-related publications, from popular Quezon City-based Jingle Magazine,
the Philippines’ answer to Rolling Stone, to more DIY publications such as the
Red Racket fanzine—supplemented by and juxtaposed to more conventional
and “official” arts and culture publications such as Ermita, Marks, and Philippine
Art Supplement. I examine how these publications trace the communities and
friendships that forged new Philippines art forms. Red Racket, for example,
was founded and run by the same core group of the seminal artist collective
Children of Cathode Ray. Several of the staff and contributors of these
publications were artists, thinkers, and tinkerers who ushered in experimental
forms that would later be called expanded cinema, video art, sound art,
media art—practices unable to find space or support from local institutions
and galleries, much less art and cultural publications in the Philippines of that
period.
Mervin Espina is an artist and researcher. He is also Program Director for the
artist-run, interdisciplinary platform Green Papaya Art Projects; and Cook
& Janitor for WSK, a media art kitchen and annual “festival of the recently
possible.” He co-founded The Kalampag Tracking Agency, a Philippine moving
image screening and archiving initiative, and the sonic arts platform Kamuning
Public Radio. Recent co-curatorial work include SUNSHOWER: Contemporary
Art from Southeast Asia 1980s to Now (2017), “MISFITS”: Pages from a Looseleaf Modernity (2017), and VIVA ExCon Capiz (2018), the fourteenth edition of
the Philippines’ longest-running biennial art festival. He lives and plays in Metro
Manila.
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Paper 2
Connecting Art to Society: A Preliminary Look at Sunday Mingpao
Anthony LEUNG Po-Shan
The Hong Kong newspaper Mingpao began publishing a twenty-page
supplement for its Sunday edition in 2002, with Sunday Mingpao aiming to
enhance its cultural coverage. It features commissioned works that promote
public action through the timeliness and influence of mass media, and plays
a prominent role in connecting art with society and politics—as exemplified
during the SARS outbreak and 1 July protest that followed its launch, as well as
during the conservation and social movements in subsequent years. This article
compares the works of Pak Sheung Chuen (Tozer), Luke Ching, Wong Chuitat
Justin, Au Wah Yan, and others, and examines certain characteristics of print
media.
Anthony Leung Po-Shan is a member of Art Appraisal Club. Her research
interests include art in Hong Kong, art ecosystems, city spaces, and cultural
politics. A former member of Para Site, In Media HK, Fotanian, and Hong
Kong Culture Monitor, Leung participated in the initial coordination of
Sunday Mingpao’s visual arts section. Her articles are published in Hong Kong
Economic Journal, In Media HK, City Magazine, LEAP, and ARTCO.
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Paper 3
The Korean Dissident Journal Creation and Critique (Changjakgwa Bipyeong):
Envisioning a ‘Democratic Modernity’ through Literature and the Arts
Hyejong YOO
The Korean dissident journal Creation and Critique (Changjakgwa Bipyeong),
established in 1966, examined historical and ideological aspects of Korean
modernity to critique the Park Chung Hee dictatorship. This paper examines
how the journal’s editors and contributors, referred to as “the generation of the
April 19th Student Revolution,” discussed and disseminated the discourse of
aesthetic modernity in relation to the nation and democracy during the 1960s
to1970s. These intellectuals equated the sociopolitical circumstances of the
post-April Revolution with the counter-revolutionary circumstances after the
French Revolution, and with the formation of nineteenth-century modernism.
Moreover, they viewed the arts as crucial for overcoming alienation and
inhumane divisions of life (such as the division of labor), aligning with Friedrich
Schiller’s idea of art as the basis of a new aesthetic modernity and social
revolution. This paper will demonstrate how these intellectuals saw a potential
unity between an objective understanding of reality and cultural practices for
social change in the aesthetic of realism, and will further argue how the idea of
(art’s) communication embedded in realism became the fundamental critique
of the existing nature of modernity, envisaging an alternative with democratic
principles.
Hyejong Yoo is a Seoul-based contemporary Korean art historian, with
particular interest in comparative modernities, aesthetic politics, and
contemporary visual culture. She writes on minjung misul (the people’s art) and
the discourse of Korean dissident intellectuals during the 1960s to1980s. Her
writings have appeared in Modern and Contemporary Korean Art History, Lines
of Control: Partition as a Productive Space, and The Journal of Art Theory and
Practice. She holds a PhD in the Department of History of Art and Visual Studies,
Cornell University.
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Panel 3
Aesthetics and Internationalism

Sat, 13 Jan
10:30am

Moderated by John TAIN, Head of Research, Asia Art Archive
Paper 1
The Trespass of Non-design: The Avant-Garde Experiments of Designer and Its
Surroundings
CHIANG Poshin
The modern art movement in post-war Taiwan endowed the territory’s
periodicals with a short-lived boom, until Theatre suspended publication in
1966. The unconventional publications This Generation and Avant-Garde gave
birth to Designer (1967–1969), a prominent innovation of its times, published
by artists Kuo Cheng-feng, Huang Huacheng, and others. In an unprecedented
large print of 35cm x 27cm, the periodical flaunted intense visual elements of
attractive typesetting, striking decomposition of fonts, and photomontage. The
content, on the other hand, extended well beyond visual culture to include the
introduction of Bauhaus and modern design theories in its early days; criticism
of modernism by avant-garde artists including Hwa-Wai Association; as well as
confrontations with Western visual arts through anti-form and dematerialisation
in conceptual art (Stultifying Room no.52-5), exhibition installation (HuangKuo-Su Exhibition), experimental motion graphics, art manifestos, and (anti-)
illusionism. Focusing on small-scale avant-garde publications in Taiwan after
1966, this article explores how artists critiqued modernism as they introduced
art from developed and developing countries.
Chiang Poshin is Assistant Professor at the Graduate School and Department
of Art History of Tainan National University of the Arts, Editor of Art Critique of
Taiwan, and Director of Art Archive in Taiwan. He was a member of the judging
committee of National Award for Arts, as well as the Chairman of the judging
panel of Taishin Arts Award. Chiang currently promotes an archives platform for
cross-country research of contemporary art across East Asia and Taiwan.
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Paper 2
The Sekai-sei of Circulation: The Catalytic “World Relevance” of the Avantgarde Japanese Calligraphy Periodical Bokubi (1951–1960)
Naomi KUROMIYA
Founded in 1952, the avant-garde Japanese calligraphy collective Bokujinkai embodied a widespread but paradoxical postwar desire: to reinvigorate
traditional Japanese art forms by inserting them into avant-garde artistic
discourse. Morita Shiryū, the group’s founder, advocated for the sekai-sei
(“world relevance”) of calligraphy, insisting that non-Japanese speakers could
find inspiration in the form and the spirit of the written characters. Bokujin-kai
artists thus consciously “modernised” their calligraphy and their philosophy
for an international audience, and exported both almost exclusively via their
monthly journal Bokubi.
Bokubi published transcripts of discussions on art versus calligraphy, editorials
and reviews by prominent art critics, and reproductions of works by Bokujinkai calligraphers and Western artists. By disseminating these multivalent
works and texts within Japan and overseas, Bokubi acted as the platform
and the catalyst for initial postwar discussions of artistic internationalism. It
spawned cross-cultural debates on the malleability of word and image, on
the value of national “styles,” and on the intersection of tradition with modern
artistic practices. While Bokujin-kai’s influence on global modern art has been
largely disregarded, this paper repositions Bokubi as a concrete facilitator of
international artistic connections, endowing the journal itself with a complex
“world relevance” that transcends the revitalisation of calligraphy.
Naomi Kuromiya is a PhD student at Columbia University in New York.
Her research focuses on conflicts between “avant-garde” and “tradition” in
Japanese modern art. She received her MA from The Institute of Fine Arts, New
York University in 2017. Her MA thesis examined the global influence of the
postwar Japanese calligraphy collective Bokujin-kai. She worked for The Lyonel
Feininger Project, where she helped organise the exhibition Lyonel Feininger
(Fundación Juan March, Madrid, 2017), and copyedited the Catalogue
Raisonné of Paintings by Lyonel Feininger. She held the 2012–2014 Dedalus
Fellowship in The Museum of Modern Art Archives.
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Paper 3
The Journal of Art and Ideas: A Genealogy of Transition
Sophia POWERS
Founded by an intimate, politically engaged, and aesthetically minded editorial
collective, The Journal of Art and Ideas published thirty-three issues from 1983
to 1999. This sixteen-year period represents a major juncture in the Indian
art world as it transitioned from its “modern” to its “contemporary” period.
While this distinction is by no means clear-cut, many generative discussions
of periodisation have focused on artists’ and critics’ shifting relationship with
the nation vis-à-vis international art discourse (and markets). The Journal of
Art and Ideas reflects this changing ideological orientation in provocative
and significant ways. At its beginning, the journal’s orientation was markedly
international in approach. The first issues drew together discussions of
Latin American fiction writing, German aesthetic theory, and regional Indian
theater. This geographical breadth was mirrored in the publication’s similarly
extensive coverage of artistic genres, including cinema, dance, architecture,
music, and painting. As time progressed, however, the emphasis on visual art
became more pronounced, as did the geographical focus on India. This paper
explores these two interrelated shifts, arguing that such discursive transitions
are foundational to the artistic investments that emerged as essential to
contemporary Indian art in the twenty-first century.
Sophia Powers is a specialist in modern and contemporary South Asian
art, currently completing her PhD in the Art History Department at UCLA.
Her dissertation, “Intimate Durations: Reimagining Contemporary Indian
Photography,” examines the long-term collaborative photographic practices
of three contemporary Delhi-based female photographers: Sheba Chhachhi,
Dayanita Singh, and Gauri Gill. Each work closely, over long periods of time,
with subjects at the margins of Indian society, such as hijras (transgender
women), female sadhus (Hindu religious renunciates), and rural Rajasthani
girls. She will be beginning her postdoctoral at Washington University in St.
Louis in spring 2018.
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Cover of Creation and Critique, 1978. Courtesy of Hyejong Yoo.
Cover of Qyzyl Qalam, 1924. Courtesy of Michael Erdman.
“Interior Design for Studio Invitation Exhibition by Ku Dexin,” Beijing Youth Daily,1994.
Courtesy of Wang Youshen.
Red Racket #6,1990. Courtesy of Maghiar Tuason.
Cover of Ekshan, 1971. Courtesy of Spandan Bhattacharya.
Cover of Designer, Issue 9, 1968. Courtesy of Chiang Poshin.
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Panel 4
Intersections of Art and
Mass Cultures

Sat, 13 Jan
2pm

Moderated by Sneha RAGAVAN, Researcher, Asia Art Archive
Paper 1
Designing Prints, Documenting Cultures: Reviewing Bengali Little Magazine
Covers in Post Independence West Bengal
Spandan BHATTACHARYA
The 1960s to 1970s was an important period in West Bengal—with political
upheavals like the Naxalbari uprising; several art and literary movements
including the Hungryalist movement; and the emergence of various art
collectives. Within this context, I examine the cover designs and illustrations in
Bengali periodicals, and their role in in shaping public discourses on literature
and art.
Cover designs and illustrations in art magazines like Sundaram, or literary
magazines like Ekshan, were more than mere supplements to the text—they
were sites of negotiation between the established ideals of regional (literary)
modern and emerging aesthetic patterns of contemporary art. For instance, the
letter designing in Ekshan—covers in geometric patterns with bright colours and
bold formats—often resembled works by Vladimir Mayakovsky and Alexander
Rodchenko. The overall design of these periodicals document the negotiation
of the Soviet constructivist idea of “art with a purpose” and the Bengali
traditional art form alpona, along with certain lineages of Bengali print culture.
The covers and illustrations seem to produce a visual culture and world of their
own, in exploring patterns and aesthetic tropes of European modernist art
movements, especially Soviet constructivist art.
Spandan Bhattacharya completed his PhD in cinema studies from the School of
Arts and Aesthetics, Jawaharlal Nehru University. He has been a researcher with
the City University of Hong Kong; Asia Art Archive; and Media Lab, Jadavpur
University. He also has served on faculty at Ambedkar University Delhi; Loreto
College, Kolkata; University of Calcutta; and NSHM Knowledge Campus,
Kolkata. Bhattacharya has contributed essays in newspapers and journals like
South Asian Popular Culture, South Asian History and Culture, The Pioneer,
Journal of Literary Aesthetics, Journal of Bengali Studies, and Acta Orientalia
Vilnesia.
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Paper 2
Kyegan Misool (1976–1988): The Flagship of Korean Art Magazines
Insoo CHO
When a quarterly art journal Kyegan Misool made its debut in 1976, South
Korea was suffering under military dictatorship. At the same time, it was
emerging as one of the four “Little Dragons of Asia” with its dramatic economic
success. Published by the leading newspaper Joongang Daily, this art journal
featured articles about avant-garde and modern art, appealing to a young
group of artists. Producing a considerable amount of reviews and criticism,
it became extremely influential to a new generation of critics and made a
profound impact on various artistic movements. It published special issues
dedicated to pro-Japanese art in the colonial period and to 1980s Minjung
art, which were hardly acknowledged by other art magazines. Kyegan Misool
also played a leading role in the promotion of the commodification of art. It
appealed to collectors and focused on news of exhibitions and sales. Many
pages included illustrated advertisements from commercial galleries.
This paper examines the historical significance of Kyegan Misool with special
attention to the social and ideological background of the journal. It delves into
the way Kyegan Misool actively formulated new artistic milieus by serving as a
medium for criticism and controversy in the age of political democratisation
and rapid economic growth in South Korea.
Insoo Cho is Professor and Chair of the Art Theory Department, School of Visual
Arts, Korea National University of Arts. Previously he was Assistant Professor in
the Department of Art History, University of Southern California in Los Angeles.
He was Visiting Scholar at Korea Institute, Harvard University, 2011–2012, and
has served with the Cultural Heritage Administration of Korea since 2007.
His research and publication topics include Daoist immortal images in China,
portrait paintings of Joseon dynasty, and ink painters of modern Korea.
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Paper 3
Mass Media as an Exhibition Site: Beijing Youth Daily and the 1994 Interior
Design Art Proposals Exhibition
WU Mo
Beijing Youth Daily was first published in 1949 by the Communist Youth League
committee in its namesake city. As an official newspaper, it initially stood
opposed to the “rebelliousness” of Chinese contemporary art, but the two
gradually developed intricate connections in the 1990s closely linked to the
political, social, and economic developments in the country—with artist Wang
Youshen becoming Art Editor of the newspaper in 1988. By analysing the
background, details, and impact of the Interior Design Art Proposals Exhibition,
this study deciphers how official publications collaborated with contemporary
art in early 1990s China, how mass media became an “alternative site” for
contemporary art exhibitions and a major channel of communication, how
contemporary art has added to the cultural capital of mass media, and how
artistic experiments have driven Chinese contemporary art towards the realms
of “intangibility” and “conceptualism” when mass media infiltrates deep into
exhibition sites. The above lines of inquiry offer a new perspective on Chinese
contemporary art, especially with regards to independence in language,
project-based working models, and curatorial practices.
Wu Mo is a writer and curator based in Hong Kong. She received her MA in
Art Administration at China Central Academy of Fine Arts. She is currently
a PhD Candidate in the Department of Fine Arts at The Chinese University
of Hong Kong. Her dissertation focuses on contemporary Chinese art and
curatorial practice since the 1980s. Her writings have appeared in a number of
publications and magazines, and she is a contributing writer of The Art
Newspaper China, LEAP, Artforum, Yishu: Journal of Contemporary Chinese
Art, and Randian. In 2016, she co-curated That Has Been, and May Be Again at
Para Site, Hong Kong.
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CONVERSATION
with Li Xianting

Sat, 13 Jan
4pm

Moderated by Anthony YUNG, Researcher, Asia Art Archive
From the late 1970s to early 2000s, Li Xianting was engaged in the editorial
work of several major art publications in China. His practices demonstrated how
periodicals may act as an essential agent for the critical and historical research
of contemporary art. This conversation surveys the major texts and debates
published during Li’s career, addressing key issues around contemporary art
periodicals, such as their role in the development of art writings; their function
as agents for historical and archival research; the changing condition of
publishing systems and readerships; and how we may reconsider the role and
potential of art periodicals today
Li Xianting studied in the Department of Chinese Painting of Central Academy
of Fine Arts, Beijing, as a Worker-Peasant-Soldier student from 1974 to 1978. He
was Editor for three seminal art publications: Meishu (1978–1983), Fine Arts in
China (1985–1989), and Next Wave (2001). He also was involved in the editorial
works of other art journals, such as The Trend of Art Thought and Art Currents.
Li has been a prominent writer and researcher about contemporary Chinese
art since the 1970s, with several of his essays becoming indispensable texts,
including “A Critique of the May Fourth Revolution in Art,” “The Significance
Does Not Lie in Art,” “Postmodernity, Nationalisation, and Straw,” and “Apathetic
Feelings in Contemporary Chinese Art Trends: An Analysis of the Cynical Realist
Current.” He has curated several influential exhibitions, including China’s New
Art, Post-1989; Away from National Ideology; Infatuated with Injury; and Prayer
Beads and Brush Strokes. More recently, Li settled in Beijing’s Songzhuang
artist community and founded Xianting Film Fund in 2006, which he continues
to run as a project dedicated to the screening, education, and preservation of
independent documentary films in China.
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EXHIBITIONS

Asia Art Archive hosts three exhibitions that explore art periodicals in Asia
as tools for criticism, historical research, travel writing, and fiction. AAA team
members initiated each of these presentations.
Date:
Venue:

5 Dec 2017–24 Feb 2018
Asia Art Archive Library, 11/F Hollywood Centre,
233 Hollywood Road, Sheung Wan, Hong Kong

Li Xianting’s Contribution to Art Journals in China (1978–2001)
Anthony Yung with Guo Hongwei
Somewhere Along the Line
Karthik K. G. in collaboration with Sneha Ragavan
Fantasy of a Dialogue
Nicole Yuen Lai with work by Au Sow-Yee

